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FORECASTING BRITISH ELECTIONS

 Parliamentary system where seats are allocated proportional to vote percentage.

 British Election Study (2010) interviewed respondents (16,816) from all 627 

constituencies between March 29 and April 7 (773 Murr).

 Asked who they thought would win in their constituency

 On a scale of 0 to 10, how likely is it for each of the 5 main parties (Conservatives, 

Labour, Liberal Democrats, Plaid Cymru, Scottish National Party) to win

 Actual election held on May 6



PLURALITY VS RANGE VOTING

 Responses interpreted in two ways (Murr 774):

 i.e. assume there are 3 respondents and two candidates: {A,B}

 Respondent one believes: {8,4} ~ {.66, .33}

 Respondent two believes: {5, 5} ~ {.5, .5}

 Respondent three believes: {1, 9} ~ {.1, .9}

 1. Plurality

 One believes A will win,  Two is undecided, Three believes B will win, group result 

indecisive.

 2. Range

 Summing the probabilities we see: {1.26,  1.73}. The group believes it is more likely B 

will win.



RESULTS

 55 percent of individuals correctly 

predicted who would win their 

constituency (25 percent 

incorrectly predicted and 20 

percent provided no clear answer).

 Aggregating the responses by 

plurality voting increased the 

chance of a correct prediction to 

85.7 percent.

 Aggregating responses by range 

voting marginally increased the 

chance of a correct prediction to 

86 percent.



DIFFERENCE APPEARS IN NUMBER OF SEATS

 Forecasting constituencies 

allows forecasting of seats won 

due to proportional allocation.

 Undecideds in plurality voting 

resolved with coin flips.

 For every party except Plaid 

Cymru, range voting aggregation 

produced closer forecasts, note 

the difference in mean absolute 

error (Muir 776).

 Additionally, running a regression 

on the 3 major parties’ vote 

shares on forecasts yielded high 

R2 values (.76, .74, .57)



DATA ANALYSIS

 Both range and plurality voting predict constituency results with impressive 

accuracy, and range voting forecasts slightly more accurate seats – wisdom of the 

crowd

 Individuals, even experts tend not to reach this level of accuracy

 How to account for this phenomenon?

 Suriowiecki (2004) argues that we can think of individuals as each having some error 

term when making a prediction

 Aggregating these error terms cancel each other out, not all people will be biased in 

the same direction (779 Muir).

 Suriowiecki argues informational diversity and group size are important predictors of 

accuracy.

 Variation in response date and information sources allow the group to form different opinions 

and form a diverse group opinion that considers all information.



TESTING SURIOWIECKI’S HYPOTHESIS

 Log regression run on correct 

predictions

 Statistically significant factors: 

margin of vote, group size and 

response date

 Increasing group size by 10 

increases success by up to 20 

percent.

 Increasing the standard deviation 

of response dates by 1 increases 

success by 30 percent.

 Surprise: informational diversity 

seems irrelevant





CAN WE GET EVEN MORE ACCURATE RESULTS?

 Iowa Electronic Markets started in 1988 as a teaching aid by University of Iowa’s 

Tippie School of Business (tippie.uiowa.edu).

 Trade shares (based on probability from 0 to 1) worth real money on various election 

results. 

 Hold up to $500 risk on an account

 Double auction system (i.e. stock market)

 Prices change as you trade

 2 types of markets, winner take all (paid if prediction is correct) and vote share (get 

paid proportional to final vote share).

 Values are even more continuous than aforementioned survey, instead of having 11 

options ranging from 0 to 10, now 99 options ranging from 1 cent to 99 cents.

 In theory this should make it even more accurate

 Historically outperformed polls as a predictor of election results (more on this later).



MODERN PREDICTION MARKETS



ASIDE: IS THIS EVEN LEGAL?

 Online gambling is illegal in the U.S.

 Intrade (1999-2013)

 Set up as “financial exchange”

 Allowed U.S. investors to play without commenting on legality

 By 2010, no longer possible to deposit with U.S. bank account 
(intrade.com)

 Sued in 2012 by CFTC (Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission) for speculating on prices of gold, essentially an 
unregulated (lower fees vs. Chicago Mercantile Exchange) 
exchange.

 Closed US accounts in 2012, taking a large hit to user base

 Shut down in 2013 due to financial inconsistencies (Bloomberg.com)



PREDICTIT, INTRADE’S AMERICAN SUCCESSOR

 Opened in 2014

 Unlike Intrade, Predictit was able to obtain a no-action relief from the FTFC’s 

Division of Market Oversight under the justification of academic research 

(cftc.gov).

 Predictit is owned by Victoria University (NZ)

 Certain restrictions exist as a result

 University is not allowed to collect profits

 Participants must be over the age of 18

 The amount of money in an individual contract may not exceed $850 (per participant).



PREDICTIT – HOW DOES IT WORK?

 Shares are valued between $0 to $1, indicating % probability.

 If a prediction is true, Predictit pays the owner $1 per share at time of expiration.

 Can re-trade shares at any time before expiration, just need to find a buyer

 Market is open 24/7 except 4:00-4:30 am EST for maintenance

 Administrative factors:

 Free to deposit funds, 5% withdrawal fee

 10% fee on profits (NOT NET)

 Two types of market types 

 Single contract market – “Will event X happen?” YES or NO

 Multiple contract market – “Who will be the nominee?”, “What range will X be in?”

 Individual contracts resolve to YES or NO



WINNER TAKE ALL SHARES AS A CONTINGENT 

CLAIMS MARKET

 Assumptions:

 Participants have heterogeneous beliefs, are risk-neutral and are price takers that 

attempt to maximize expected value of their subjective beliefs

 In a binary market where shares resolve to $1, if m is an event, and n is the contrary 

event, then  πm + πn = 1; no arbitrage

 Then the equilibrium price of contracts should be:

 πm = P(qm> πm ) where qm is the subjective belief that an event will occur and P() is cross-

section of beliefs amongst price takers

 Equilibrium solution is uniquely related to (1- πm)-quantile of beliefs (Manski 2).

 If people think πm is too low, they will buy m (and buy n if vice versa).

 Market is sum of these beliefs.



WINNER TAKE ALL SHARES AS A CONTINGENT 

CLAIMS MARKET (CONT.)

 Prices near the bounds (0 or 1) are very informative about the average trader’s 

beliefs while prices near .50 say very little

 If we remove the assumption that traders only care about subjective probability 

and market odds, the new equilibrium is (where y is budget):

 Which is to say that if a trader’s belief and budget is dependent on what others 

believe, then the equilibrium price depends on the conjunction of everyone’s 

belief and budget (Manski 3).

 If traders do not revise beliefs “too much” based on prices, then the equilibrium 

price should remain unchanged (Manski 4).



RISK AVERSION – ARE PRICES EQUAL TO BELIEFS?

 May not be realistic to assume that traders are risk-neutral if substantial amounts 

of money can be bet.

 Gjerstad relaxes Manski’s assumptions that assume traders are risk-neutral

 Under a unimodal (single highest value), risk-averse belief system, traders with a CRRA 

utility function can still form aggregate beliefs near the equilibrium value (Gjerstad 12).

 error of about $.008 using popular beta values for risk aversion

 Even under the assumption that beliefs are symmetric, risk-aversion does not 

end up significantly affecting equilibrium prices (Gjerstad 13).

 The less variance in risk aversion, the closer market prices will be to equilibrium.

 Deviation between average prices and beliefs were not found to be significant in 

the .20 to .80 range (Wolfers and Zitzewitz 9).

 Increasingly disperse beliefs resulted in larger gaps between beliefs and price.



PREDICTIT’S MARKETS





Closer look at rules of a single contract market



Closer look at a multi-contract market

Ask Bid “Short”



HOW ARE SHARES CREATED AND TRADED?

 No predetermined shares are issued at the time of the creation 
of a market (predictit.com).

 Initially blank slate

 Number and price of shares driven by demand of market players

 Shares are created when one participant’s “YES” contract and another 
participant's “NO” contract sum up to $1. The server holds the money 
and issues the shares.

 When a share is traded, it can be matched with its complementary 
“YES/NO” offer if the two contracts sum up to $1. Both contracts are 
taken out of circulation and the server releases funds.

 Alternatively the share may just pass ownership (analogous to the 
secondary market for stocks)



HOW ARE MARKETS CREATED?

 Initial set of markets are created by website.

 Users may suggest additional markets and/or options in multi-contract markets 

(predictit.com). 

 may not be true for all betting markets



CASE STUDY: BETFAIR VS BOOKMAKERS



DIFFERENT PRICING STRUCTURES

 Bookmakers, quote driven market 

 “take-it-or-leave-it” price and odds

 Odds stay constant throughout the duration of the bet

 Despite these fixed odds,  bookmaker odds are still shown to be a better predictor of 

the future than statistical models which attempt to model various factors (Fracnk et al. 

450).

 Betfair, order-driven market

 Like predictit, two people must have complementary beliefs of odds for a contract to 

be formed

 Similarly, a contract holder can back out of a position even if an event is “in-play” as 

long as they do so before the contract expires (betfair.com).



BETFAIR BEATS THE BOOKMAKERS

 Comparison of 5478 European 

football games played in 3 seasons.

 8 different Bookmakers were 

compared to matched Betfair ratios 

collected at the same time

 Odds were transformed into 

probabilities (Franck et al. 449).

 If there were arbitrage issues with 

Betfair’s data, a linear transformation 

was performed



A NEW BETTING STRATEGY

 Statistical analysis shows that BetFair outperforms bookmakers in many tests

 Better goodness of fit, R2 values, Brier score, etc. in direct comparisons with virtually all 

bookmakers.

 Authors form a simple betting strategy based on differences in price between 

BetFair and bookmakers

 If Bookmakers give higher odds than BetFair, place a trade.

 Result: above average returns in all cases

 Next slide: column left is average of all bets, column on right is following betting 

strategy.





REFLECTIONS

 Betting exchange offers incentives for players to gather and process information

 Investing reflects true valuation of probabilities

 Changing odds allows for the incorporation of news as it becomes available 

(Fracnk et al. 451).

 BetFair reduces “Longshot Bias” found in bookmaker odds

 Unlikely events tend to be overestimated

 Likely events tend to be underestimated

 Is this impressive? Not necessarily…

 Although they beat statistical models, bookmakers are not driven to set the most 

accurate odds (Franck et al. 458).

 Profit maximization first



EFFICIENT MARKETS HYPOTHESIS

 Asset prices reflect all available information

 Weak form – future prices cannot be predicted from past

 Semi-strong – prices adjust rapidly to new information

 Strong – prices reflect all information, public and private

Day of Kansas Caucuses (before results called)



Election results and debate performances can have drastic effects on prices

Rubio has debate gaffe



INSIGHTS FROM IEM

 Traders are not representative of the general population (Berg. & Reitz 6).

 Overwhelmingly male, college degree holding and high voter participation (90%+)

 Likely no issue with validity since this is polling outcomes instead of potential votes

 Traders are biased (7).

 89% believe they are more informed than others

 Party affiliation affected trader’s beliefs of who would win the election (In 2004, 60+% 

democrats thought Kerry would win, while only 5% of republicans did).

 Some traders were actually robots trying to profit off of arbitrage.

 Large orders can substantially shift prices (9).



INSIGHTS FROM IEM (CONT)

 IEM prices are accurate relative to polls and in an absolute sense

 Vote shares on the eve of an election have an average error of 1.33% compared to 

polls which have an average error of 2%

 Prices are more accurate than polls even a week away from the election in 76% of the 

cases.



INSIGHTS FROM IEM (CONT)

 Accurate even on extremely long time horizons (100+ days), with significantly 

lower error terms than polls.

 In Winner-take-all markets, prices exhibit the reverse of longshot bias in longer 

time horizons (which disappear as the eve of election approaches). 

 Likely bets are overestimated

 Unlikely bets are underestimated

 This result has not been consistent across other betting platforms: possible 

explanation is liquidity constraints and fees making likely bets less attractive for profits.



PRICES RESPOND VERY QUICKLY TO 

INFORMATION (EMH)

At 8:10 am CST, Colin Powell says he will make an announcement later in 

the day. Traders (correctly) believe that he will not declare candidacy.



ARE PREDICTION MARKETS REALLY THAT 

GREAT? – CONFLICTING VIEWS

 Erikson and Wleizen of Columbia compared IEM market prices to trial-heat polls 

and adjusted polling numbers

 Argue that comparing market prices to same day polls is naïve since they do not 

reflect the same thing – market prices estimate what will happen on election day 

whereas the polls merely show trends (Erisken and Wleizen 4).

 Example, candidate A and B are polling at 60 and 40 respectively 1 month out from an election.

 Instead of taking these numbers at face value, we should create adjusted poll numbers based on 

past evidence

 i.e. historically no one will be able to maintain a 60-40 lead up to election day so we should interpret this 

based on where the candidate with 60 percent vote will end up a month from now (lower). 

 Anti-incumbency bias: Opponents of incumbents tend to surge then drop off right before the election

 Polls ask who a person would vote for today, many voters don’t decide until the day of the election who 

to vote for, of course early polling will be inaccurate



PREDICTION MARKETS FARE POORLY UNDER 

THESE NEW ASSUMPTIONS
 Erikson and Wleizen transform presidential polling data into election day 

outcomes by regressing historical polling data on days from election then 

applying the relationship to current day polls (Eriksen & Wleizen 6).

 The transformed data was compared with same day prediction market values

 Transformed poll projections were more accurate than prediction market values

 3 out of 5 projections had closer vote shares than prediction market values

 4 out of 5 weekly poll projections had closer vote shares than daily prediction market 

values.

 In winner take all markets, transformed markets completely dominated prediction 

markets

 538’s Nate Silver, reputed for correctly predicting the 2008 election with perfect 

state-by-state results used a similar debiasing method (Rothschild 897).

 But if you want to beat the prediction market, don’t even need to do this !

 Comparing prediction markets to the seven day polling average (Realclearpolitics)  

results in polling being more accurate than prediction markets (Eriksen & Wleizen 11).



INTERPRETING THE RESULTS

 One possible justification is just that the IEM does not have enough participants 

to reach efficient market prices.

 If the IEM had more participants or we looked at a bigger market, there might be less 

inefficiency

 Participants shown to be persistently wrong (anchoring), only change views 

when “forced to” by polling data

 On the positive side, polling can be very expensive and difficult to do well, 

whereas prediction markets are free other than server hosting costs

 Additionally, some fields that prediction markets spread into have no historical 

precedence

 Polling data may be the exception, one of only subjects that has wealth of information

 However, there are many other issues with prediction markets…



EFFICIENCY ISSUES

 Very confident investors are limited in their ability to affect a 
market by the $850 cap.

 Arbitrage – markets routinely fail to add up to “common 
sense” percentages.

 Multi contract markets may have all “YES”es summing up to over 
100%

 YES and NO of an individual candidate often sum up above or below 
100%

 Consequence of trading structure and rules.

 The cheaper priced complement of a YES or NO contract requires less 
liquidity to hold.

 10% fee on profit reduces incentives for price discovery.



Yes bids sum up to 111%!



Herding (caused by unexpectedly poor performances in some of Trump’s 

expected win states) – occurs but market manages to rebound.

Rebound suggests resilience to herding.



MISINFORMATION

 To facilitate discussion, most websites implement a replies section.

 Being the first to respond to new information (i.e. incoming poll results) can 

be very profitable

 Some investors spread misinformation to try to improve their position

 Pump and dump

 In theory, prediction markets should overcome misinformation (just noise), 

but unsophisticated investors may be tricked into panic-selling (Graefe et al. 

399).



CONFLICT OF INTEREST/INSIDER 

TRADING

 More prominence in the media could lead to more influence on results

 538 has started including discussion of prediction markets in their forecasts, unclear 

how much they weigh this

 Some voters may look at market and change their vote to the current winner

 Politicians may attempt to influence result by investing in the market

 Offset by market caps and valid personal information registration

 Conversely, people playing the market may vote for a candidate they do not want 

because they have money in the market

 There is nothing stopping political insiders from trading (case for strong EMH)

 In fact there are many incidences of that happening.

 Washington interns privy to first information can make large returns (time.com).



MORAL HAZARD AND ETHICAL ISSUES

 Assassination markets

 Given a sufficiently large bet, a participant may be motivated to go to extreme 

measures to collect (~ life insurance fraud).

 Safeguards: market cap prevents prize from getting too large

 Still need a seller for every buyer

 Terrorism markets – Policy Analysis Market

 Controversial idea briefly entertained by DARPA (nytimes.com).

 Predictions on terrorist attacks, coup d'états and other developments in Middle East

 Never occurred, although Intrade did have markets such as when Bin Laden would be 

captured



OTHER APPLICATIONS – BUSINESS

 Google has an internal prediction market to help understand its product 

development speed.

 No cash, just a points and awards system

 Prestige is enough for some people to invest in making accurate decisions

 Microsoft is also in the process of implementing one.

 Important for businesses because management may be biased for various 

reasons (Graefe et al. 402).

 Groupthink

 Workers more comfortable stating anonymously how likely they feel a task will be 

completed on time



THE CASE FOR PREDICTION MARKETS ROUND 2

 Returning to the Columbia study conclusions:

 Naïve to compare raw data

 Know poll respondents have bias, so we transform this data for projections

 Know prediction markets also have bias…

 Why not correct for bias in the prediction markets?



PREDICTWISE, A MARKET AGGREGATOR

 Website founded and run by David Rothschild, economist at Microsoft Research

 Consolidates odds from multiple betting markets as well as looking at polling 

data

 Hollywood Stock Exchange, BetFair, PredictIt, FantasySCOTUS, Hypermind, etc.

 Attempts to correct for historical inaccuracies of prediction markets

 Correct for extremes near $0 to $1 

 Normalization of odds (i.e. transform odds so there is no arbitrage) for mutually 

exclusive markets (predictwise.com).



EXAMPLE OF RAW DATA TABLE





CORRECTING FOR PREDICTION MARKET BIAS

 Rothschild compares debiased polls and prediction markets

 To debias polls, uses a refinement of the method described in Erikson and Wleizen 

(2008).

 Debiased prediction market (2008 election data from Intrade) results by correcting for 

longshot bias

 Debiased prediction market values able to beat best poll based projections

 Relative to debiased polls, perform better at dates far and near from election time 

(debiased polls are more accurate in the middle term due to prediction market biases 

being strong in this period)

 Predicts close races with more confidence than debiased polls.

 Intrade investors already have polling data available, so the prediction market 

should be more accurate because there is outside information not being 

collected (Rothschild 913).



ONE MORE STUDY…

 2012 study of Xbox users (Wang et al. 981)

 Opt-in poll on xbox platform 45 days before the election

 Asked who they would vote for (as well as demographic information).

 Xbox population is nothing like general election population!

 Skews male, and overwhelmingly young

 Population of survey respondents post-stratified to reflect a presidential election 

population

 To account for time bias, a more sophisticated version of projection than Erikson and 

Wleizen (2008) is done which includes nested state correlations (987).

 Compared to national results, xbox votes were very accurate

 Results also compared to an average of prediction markets at state-level.



GENERALLY DOES EXTREMELY WELL, ALTHOUGH 

MORE VOLATILE THAN PREDICTION MARKETS



INTERPRETING RESULTS

 Remarkable accuracy of results considering how non-representative the survey 

population was (Wang et al. 990).

 May be cost-effective solution for local races where polling is too expensive to 

perform

 Weakness: does require historical polling data to be able to transform non-

representative data sets into representative ones.



THE FUTURE OF PREDICTION MARKETS

 Overall economists seem to believe that prediction markets are useful based on 

their relatively high rate of success in various fields.

 If they are as successful as current research believes, it has wide implications for how 

we will gather and interpret data in the future

 Still need more information and research to be done on the subject

 Recommendation to FTFC to allow bigger bets to be filed – up to $2000  (Arrow et al. 

878).
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QUESTIONS?


